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Agricultural Innovative Biotechnology (GE and GM) in the UK;

an immense opportunity

Jonathan Jones, 

The Sainsbury Lab

Norwich, UK

Let’s make the UK a leader in Innovative Biotechnology for Ag

UK needs to establish a science-based proportionate regulatory 

framework for crops improved using gene editing and GM

ENSA

UK scientists play leading roles in 

visionary projects to increase crop yields 

and extend biological Nitrogen fixation
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Nutritional enhancement 

in the purple tomato

Purple tomatoes prolong the 

life of cancer-prone mice
EPA and DHA promote vascular health; 

currently derive from limited fish stocks

Many UK-developed beneficial traits

£50-60M/y in crop protection in UK, 11 - 15 sprays/season (up to >20)

Potato late blight, a devastating potato disease, led to 

Irish famine in 1840s; now we have a genetic solution

~ 2 weeks

Solution: disease resistance genes
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Resistance genes from wild potatoes enable Maris Piper 

potato with resistance against all tested blight races

wild potato

Rpi-vnt1 Rpi-amr3 Rpi-amr1e

another wild potato

Control 3x R gene line

Receptors, not toxins

silence 

PPO, INV

Elite GM lines yield like Maris Piper

(NB: not achievable with gene editing)

Many thanks for 

funding for ~ 20 years

Our elite lines also show tuber blight resistance

Maris 
Piper

line 27
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Better tubers with reduced bruising damage, lowered reducing sugars

Atlantic Y9

Tubers stored 6 months 

at 3°C
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Bruise causes post-harvest

losses

Cold-induced sweetening 

also causes losses in storage

Preventing sweetening 

enables storage at ~ 6oC, 

reducing need for CIPC

Already a product

in US

Weed control by starving them for

phosphorus, not by killing them

Three genes from sorghum provide flea 

beetle resistance in Brassicaceae

Many valuable discoveries from non-UK scientists deserve testing 

in the UK; eg weed control and flea beetle resistance
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Let the UK be leader in

Innovative Biotechnology

in agriculture (AgIB)

Let’s adopt the Belgian

Research Exemption for IP

Let’s test which traits are

useful in the UK

Scores of beneficial traits

to evaluate and deploy

We need technology to meet the UN SDGs

10 years left ….
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The wedge concept: how to address a 
big problem; GM not a magic bullet

Better genetics: breeding

Sustainable 
Food security

Energy security, 
climate change

Let’s avoid false antitheses

*

*

*

UK Gov White Paper on Regulation for the Fourth Industrial Revolution (2019)

We want to work with partners across the globe to reduce 

regulatory barriers to trade in innovative products and 

services
6

We want to build dialogue with society and industry on 

how technological innovation should be regulated 5

We want to support innovators to navigate the 

regulatory landscape and comply with regulation4

We want to enable greater experimentation, testing and 

trialling of innovations under regulatory supervision3

We want to ensure that our regulatory system is sufficiently 

flexible and outcomes-focused to enable innovation to thrive 2

1 We want to be on the front foot in reforming regulation 

in response to technological innovation
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UK needs to establish a science-based proportionate regulatory 

framework for crops improved using GE and GM methods

• Current rules discourage using GM and GE to address sustainability and food security

• HMG could declare the UK is not bound by the ECJ ruling that GE is GM. New plant 

varieties that incorporate such events could be regulated as any other new variety

• Many valuable traits require use of GM method – we need easier GE AND GM

• The current EU rules on GM crops should be interpreted flexibly, to deliver well-defined 

goals, on a case-by-case basis, with dialog between regulators & applicants. 


